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ITM Fish Story

Marine Science & Navigation
A

of phrase: “the wireless
ocean” in which instrumented sharks “phone
home” to transmit data
from implanted “labs
on a chip” about their
travels to such venues as
the “shark café,” a “biological hotspot” where
the fish gather and hang
out for still undetermined purposes.
Appropriately
enough for an audience of navigators,
Dr. Block dedicated a
good amount of time to
Stanford University marine scientist Dr. Barbara Block attaches an electronic tag
describing the history
to a shark.
and evolution of the
instruments and technologies that support her research.

ttendees at the ION’s International Technical Meeting have probably never before
seen a presentation like Dr. Barbara Block’s
discourse on “Sushi and Satellites: Tracking
Tunas and Sharks Across the Blue Serengeti.”
Her work at the Monterey Bay Aquarium
and Stanford University’s Woods Institute for
the Environment is, she said, just a “fish and
chips story” in which researchers develop and
use state-of-the-art positioning and navigation
to track marine across the heretofore measureless miles.
Only the fish are not cod or halibut, but
rather great white sharks and several species
of tuna, as well as birds, sea mammals, and
other creatures in the world’s endangered
ocean regions. And the chips are the tiny electronic type, not potatoes.
Perhaps sharpened by her frequent interaction with sharks, Dr. Block’s lead-off of the
plenary was quick and lively — part narrative
and part science, punctuated by clever turns

ITM Fish Story continued on page 6
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(see accompanying article) followed by a
discourse on “Terrain Relative Navigation for
Deep Ocean Exploration” by Professor Steve
Rock, director of Stanford’s Aerospace Robotics Lab, that provided additional engineering
insight into the kind of applications described
by Professor Block.
They were followed by Ryan Halterman,
head of the Unmanned Systems Branch at the
nearby Space & Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR), and Ronny Votel, head of
navigation and control for Skybox Imaging, a
Stanford-based aerospace start-up that wants
to “deliver analytics of daily global activity —
derived from mining timely satellite imagery
and video.”
ITM 2013 Speakers continued on page 10

anuary’s ION International Technical Meeting (ITM) in San Diego lived up to its promise to explore the frontiers of navigation with
“unique and exciting new uses of navigation
technology.”
Dr. Sherman Lo, ITM 2013 program chair,
drew on the deep bench of expertise among
his confreres at Stanford University to stack
the plenary session with complementary
presentations on marine applications and
navigation. The plenary was followed by the
conference’s usual rich panoply of technical
sessions that consciously expanded the scope
of positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT)
technologies and applications.
Professor Barbara Block led off with a
remarkable overview on sea animal tracking
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FROM THE 2011-2013 OUTGOING PRESIDENT

The Purpose of the ION®

Dr. todd walter

Changing of the Guard
and Thank You

I

’ve just returned from the ION International
Technical Meeting (ITM), held January
28-30 at the Catamaran Hotel in San Diego,
California, and wish to thank Dr. Sherman Lo,
the ITM Program Chair, and Mr. Doug Taggart,
the ITM General Chair, for a fantastic technical
program. I would also like to acknowledge
the group of deserving individuals that
were recognized during the meeting with
The Institute’s lifetime achievement awards
and ION Fellow designation. It was a great
honor to present these awards to a group of
such esteemed colleagues. As always, I have
returned from ITM energized to try out new
ideas based on interaction with my colleagues
from around the world.
The ION Council had an opportunity to
meet prior to the start of ITM. During the
meeting, the Council updated the ION’s bylaws,
conducted annual business, and reviewed the
accomplishments of the past year. Below are
some of the highlights.

Bylaws Amended
At the ION Executive Committee Meeting on
April 24, 2012, the ION Executive Committee
approved a motion to form the ION Military
Division and approved Military Division
bylaws. The purpose of the Military Division
is to further the Guidance, Navigation and
Control (GNC) capabilities of the Department
of Defense and Department of Homeland
Security by organizing and directing military
GNC conferences, the Joint Navigation
Conference (JNC) and others. The ION
Military Division assumed sole ownership of
the JNC at the conclusion of JNC 2012. Mr.
Jim Doherty was appointed as the Chair of the
Military Division.
Because the newly created Military Division
follows the ION Satellite Division model, it
was proposed that the Military Division Chair
become a member of the ION Executive
ION Newsletter

Committee. The Council approved a change
to Article VI, Section 2 of the ION’s bylaws
which will now allow for all current and future
Division Chairs to be members of the ION
Executive Committee.

Membership and Outreach
ION’s membership at the end of 2012
remained level with 2011. I am happy to
report that 41% of new members who joined
in 2011 renewed their membership in 2012,
and that ION has an overall retention of 78%.
ION also exhibited this past year at ESRI,
InterGeo and PTTI.
Please take a moment to introduce your
professional colleagues to the ION’s many
programs and services. Encourage those
entering the profession to become involved.
This past year the ION National Office filed
an application, jointly with Wiley publishing
(publisher of ION’s journal, NAVIGATION) to
have our journal indexed in Thomson Reuter’s
Web of Science, which is an online academic
citation index. We are cautiously optimistic.
NAVIGATION is now using Thomson Reuter’s
reviewer process and tools, ION’s proceedings
have been indexed for the past two years,
NAVIGATION’s editorial advisory board
has expanded to become internationally
diverse, and our publication schedule has
stabilized. I’d like to thank Dr. Boris Pervan,
NAVIGATION’s editor for leading this charge,
and I am happy to welcome Dr. Changdon
Kee and Dr. Thomas Pany to NAVIGATION’s
editorial board.
I would also like to thank Dr. Naser
El-Sheimy, who has been appointed as the
ION’s representative on the International
Association of Institutes of Navigation (IAIN)
Board. The IAIN’s 15th World Congress will
be held October 20-23, 2015 in Prague. For
more information on this Congress, visit www.
iain2015.org.
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Founded in 1945,
The Institute of Navigation is
the world’s premier non-profit
professional society dedicated to
the advancement of the art and
science of positioning, navigation
and timing.
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ION Assumes the PTTI Conference
Beginning in 2013, the ION will assume the
Precise Time & Time Interval (PTTI) Meeting.
The objectives of ION sponsoring the PTTI
conference are as follows:

View ION’s New ION GNSS+
Promotional Video
As part of our outreach efforts this past year,
the ION National Office has produced a
promotional video for the ION GNSS+ meeting
which can be viewed at www.ion.org. This
video does an outstanding job of highlighting
the benefits of participating in ION and the
GNSS+ meeting. Thank you to all the ION
members that contributed to this effort!

1) To disseminate and coordinate PTTI
information at the user level.
2) To review present and future PTTI
requirements.
3) To inform government and industry
engineers, technicians, and managers of
precise time and frequency technology and
its problems.
4) To provide an opportunity for an active
exchange of new technology associated
with PTTI.
5) To provide an opportunity for PTTI
professionals to benefit from other ION
programs including ION membership and
participation in technical events.

PTTI 2013 will be held December 2-5,
2013 in Bellevue, WA. More information can
be found at www.ion.org/ptti.

Acknowledgements
Thank you to all the outgoing members of
the ION Council with whom I have served for
the past two years. I have found my time as
president of the ION to be professionally and
personally fulfilling, and have enjoyed the
opportunity to network with many of you. I
am extremely grateful for the opportunity to
have served as president. Although I am sorry
to see my term come to an end, I am happy
to leave the ION in Patricia Doherty’s most
capable hands, and I welcome her as the new
ION president. I look forward to continuing
to work with the ION’s officers and National
Office staff for many years to come.

FROM THE 2013 INCOMING ION PRESIDENT

Patricia Doherty

Goals for 2013

I

t has been a rewarding experience spending
the last two years working with outgoing
president, Dr. Todd Walter, the ION Council,
members of the Satellite Division Executive
Committee, and numerous volunteers in
the organization of the ION GNSS meeting.
I sincerely plan to continue the initiatives
started under Todd’s presidency and will strive
to further the success of the ION.
The ION remains committed to outreach
and student programs. In 2013, we plan to
sponsor student travel grants, graduate student
awards, ION Section scholarships, the ION
Autonomous Snowplow Competition, and the
Sustainable GNSS in Africa Program. With
the success of last year’s Sustainable GNSS
in Africa Program, we have been asked to
consider expanding our workshops to include
participants from other developing nations.
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Our upcoming workshop will include a few
participants from Central America as a test of
this potential expansion project.
I would like to congratulate the students
from Ohio University who recently won the
ION Satellite Division’s third annual ION
Autonomous Snowplow Competition, held
January 24-27, 2013 during the Saint Paul
Winter Carnival in St. Paul, Minnesota. The
competition challenged teams to design, build,
and operate a fully autonomous snowplow
using state of the art navigation and control
technologies to rapidly, accurately and safely
clear a designated path of snow. See page 18
for more information.
The Strategic Planning Committee met in
January. Topics of discussion were as follows:

2) C ouncil’s representation in relation to ION
membership as a whole.
3) H
 ow to foster future ION leadership.
4) Future uses of the ION’s reserve funds.
We continue to look for new ways to
promote ION membership and increase our
visibility through participation at other PNT
industry conferences and events.
I will also continue to work with Dr. Boris
Pervan, editor of NAVIGATION, towards having
our journal indexed in The Web of Science.
I look forward to serving the Institute as
president over the next two years, and will
enjoy working with all ION’s capable and
dedicated staff and officers.

1) Goals for the Strategic Planning
Committee.
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from the ion historian, Marvin May
The second of a two-part series on the history of GLONASS

GLONASS in Perspective
n the fall 2012 newsletter, we examined the
Nikita Khrushchev era from 1957 to 1964
and the Leonid Brezhnev era from 1964 to
1982 in the years before and during the early
part of the GLONASS program. We pick up the
story on the eve of the first GLONASS launch
in 1982.
One month before Brezhnev’s death in
November, the USSR launched three navigation
satellites on a heavy-lift Proton rocket. The
event marked the culmination of a program that
began six years earlier with a December 16,
1976, decree (USSR #136-361) of the Soviet

Union Communist Party Central Committee and
Council of Ministers to create a Global Navigattion Satellite System — GLONASS for short.
The first generation of GLONASS spacecraft
closely resembled GPS satellites with respect
to orbital altitude, coverage, and predicted
accuracy. Forty-three GLONASS-related space
vehicles (SVs) and five test satellites went up
from 1982 through April 1991.
Even though the Soviet Union launched
three SVs at a time, their relatively brief threeyear design life span would have required at
least two launches per year to field and main-

tain a full constellation of 24 satellites. Political
and economic developments, however, made
such a launch schedule an increasingly difficult undertaking.
The end of the Brezhnev era marked start of
a long period of financial and political decline
for the Soviet Union that was accompanied
by severe shortages and discontent among its
populace. Failed attempts at political reform,
a standstill economy, and the punishing cost
of an extended war in Afghanistan weakened
the government’s power and influence at home
and abroad.

Wikimedia Commons photo

I

Model of a GLONASS-K satellite on display at CeBIT 2011 exhibition.
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Wikimedia Commons photo

imposed import duties on all GNSS devices,
business. Under Putin, and with the help of an
including mobile phones, unless they also
economy bolstered by a flourishing oil indusare capable of using GLONASS. GPS and
try, the Russian space budget boomed.
mobile phone baseband chips from major
Putin himself took a special interest in
vendors generally support GLONASS in
GLONASS (see accompanying photo). Under
combination with GPS. As reported in Part I,
his leadership, the Russian Federation issued
the Garmin GLO, a combined GPS-GLONASS
Decree #587 on August 20, 2001, establishreceiver, was introduced in July 2012.
ing a federal program, “Global Navigation
System.” The accompanying funding
of the program made
GLONASS Roscosmos’
largest project for the
next 10 years. Between
2003 and 2007, Russia
launched 14 secondgeneration modernized
satellites (GLONASS-M).
In 2007, Russia
removed any remaining accuracy restrictions on the civil use of
Russian President Vladimir Putin with a GLONASS receiver.
GLONASS, which until
then had been limited
In March of 2012, Putin reclaimed the
to 30 meters. The following year, Putin’s black
Russian
presidency for the third time. As
Labrador retriever, Koni, became the first
long as he is at the center of Russian power,
recipient of a GLONASS-enabled pet collar.
the future of GLONASS is likely to remain
In February 2011, a third generation
bright.
GLONASS-K satellite was launched and is
In the long run, I would wager that the
undergoing flight tests. Following launch of
role of GLONASS among the GNSSes will
five more GLONASS-Ms that year, GLONASS was
likely mirror the participation of Russia
restored to a full constellation of 24 satellites
among the community of nations” 
and declared fully operational for the first time
since 1996.
Marvin B. May, <mbm16@arl.psu.
GLONASS-M satellites form the core of
edu>, is Chief Navigation Technologist at
Russia’s navigation satellite fleet and broadPennsylvania State University’s Navigacast four frequency-division-multiple-access
tion Research and Development Center in
(FDMA) navigation signals in its L1 and L2
Warminster, Pennsylvania.
frequency bands.
Roscosmos has since unveiled ambitious
plans for GLONASS through 2020 that includes
maintaining a complete constellation, and
sponsoring supplemental technologies to promote the worldwide adoption of the GLONASS
system.
Recently the Reshetnev Information Satellite System Company, the sole producer of
GLONASS satellites, has been contracted to
manufacture 15 GLONASS-M satellites and 22
next-generation GLONASS-K satellites.
Despite a full constellation, commercial use
of the system is negligible compared to GPS
as of 2012. To improve this situation, Russia
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Roscosmos

In this environment, the USSR cut its space
program budget by 80 percent, and ultimately
the GLONASS launch rate needed to sustain its
constellation could not be achieved.
The comparatively young Mikhail Gorbachev assumed the position of General Secretary
of the Communist Party in March 1985. He
initiated policies of glasnost (openness) and
perestroika (restructuring), ushering in a new
period of political openness and economic
reforms. (The coincidence of of the GLONASS
program and Gobachev’s new policies sometimes led outsiders to use the similarly sounding “glasnost” when referring to the Soviet
Union’s GNSS program.)
Gorbachev’s efforts to streamline the cumbersome Communist system offered promise,
but ultimately proved inadequate to control
a destabilizing cascade of events that eventually ended in with the dissolution of the Soviet
Union in 1991. At the time of the old regime’s
collapse, the GLONASS constellation consisted
of 12 functional satellites in two orbital planes.
In 1993, the system was declared operational — prematurely, as it turned out. Nonetheless, Russian engineers and space program
leader pressed ahead, launching spacecraft
that had already been built or were near
completion. By December 1995, GLONASS
consisted of 24 operational satellites and full
operational capability was declared. However,
the program stalled and no further launches
took place until December 1999. On-orbit
spacecraft continued to fail faster than they
could be replaced. The constellation reached
its lowest point of just six operational satellites
in 2001.
By this time, the American GPS system had
been fully operational for six years and was
experiencing an explosion in civil use, especially after Selective Availability was turned off
in May of 2000.
Soon after, the Russians transferred responsibility of their program from the Ministry
of Defense to Russia’s civilian space agency
Roscosmos as a prelude to conversion of
GLONASS in to a dual-use system.
In 1999, then-President Boris Yeltsin named
Vladimir Putin, a former KGB officer from
St. Petersburg, to be acting prime minister.
Elected president in his own right in 2000,
Putin proceeded to consolidate control over
almost every aspect of Russian society and

ITM Fish Story continued from page 1
But as a marine biologist, the scope of her
presentation ranged far beyond the engineering
and technical issues associated with the devices
that aid her research. The latter were the focus
of another plenary speaker, also from Stanford
University, aeronautics and astronautics Professor Steve Rock. (See accompanying article on
page 1.)
Dr. Block’s official title is the Charles and
Elizabeth Prothro Professor in Marine Sciences
in the university’s biology department, and her
lab is based at Stanford’s Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove, California. There, she and
her colleagues are applying new techniques in
wildlife telemetry and molecular genetics to
directly examine the short and long-term movement patterns and behavior of animals in the
open seas, as well as study the consequences of
environmental changes in the habitats that the
creatures occupy.
Comparing the ocean to Africa’s Serengeti
region, in which large terrestrial mammal
migrations occur, Dr. Block’s research asks, in
part, “Where are the migratory highways and
watering holes in the oceans?”

An Electronic Revolution in Marine
Science
Enabling this surge in animal telemetry is
a triad of electronic gadgetry — positioning,
communications, and physical monitoring
sensors — that have benefited from the reductions in size, weight, and power long recognized in many areas of product development.
Location, of course, is critical to understanding the other data that Dr. Block and
her colleagues are gathering. Although GNSS
does play a role, particularly for instrumenting
sea mammals that must come regularly to the
ocean surface, other positioning technologies
including inertial devices (accelerometers and
magnetometers) and pressure gauges may hold
more promise.

Even light and temperature sensors are
employed to track fish.
Scientists can use light
readings from implanted
instrument to determine
longitude, Dr. Block
said. The researchers
determine the latitutde
of a tracked animal by
matching temperature
data from fish-borne
instruments and comparing those with maps of
sea surface temperatures
remotely sensed by satellites. Engineering partnerships between researchers and manufacturers
have led to development
of such devices as the
Fastloc GPS/Argo satellite
module during the Tagging of Pacific Pelagics
(TOPP) project, which
studied migration patterns
of large open-ocean animals — sharks, dolphins
and albatrosses — and
the oceanographic factors
controlling these patterns.
Other sensors include
CTD devices that record
water conductivity (a
measure of salinity),
temperature, and depth.
Acoustic tags transmit
a ping with their ID
number. Data loggers
“upcast” records to
satellites and cell phone towers when animals
travel to the surface or when they get close to
radio receivers/data loggers installed on the
ocean floor. More basic archival tags must be
retrieved from animals to download
the stored data.
The lithium battery is the limiting
factor in instrumentation, according to Dr. Block, particularly the
energy-draining operation of GNSS
receivers.
“Power requirements and limitation to its use at the ocean surface
is why we can’t use GPS to its highest benefit,” she said.

Building New Ocean Models
The unprecedented quantity and
precision of data that has only been
collected — or even collectible —
in the last decade is changing longION Newsletter
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held models of how the oceans, and the animal
populations within them, behave. An early and
recurring discovery is that animal populations
once believed to occupy a limited range actually travel much farther.
Stocks of Atlantic bluefin tuna, for example,
once thought to be distinctly North American
or European in nature, turn out to have overlapping ranges. Similarly, fish, sea mammal,
and bird populations that once could only
be tracked within a limited distance from the
California coast — and therefore assumed to
remain near there — actually traverse much
larger areas.
The cumulative data that has been gathered
over the years is providing increasing scope
and granularity to the research. A few datapoints for various marine science campaigns:
• more than 10,000 acoustic tags have been
deployed.
• more than 200 Laysan & Black-footed
Albatross were tracked between breeding
seasons of 2002 to 2006.
Winter 2012-2013

• s ome 55,000 Days of Observation of
elephant seals and sea lions have taken
place.
• a TOPP campaign placed CTD (conductivity, a measure of salinity; temperature,
and depth) devices on 100 elephant seals
for six months, gathering 1.2 million CTD
profiles of the North Pacific.
Now, with the aid of accelerometers and
magnetometers, researchers can even characterize the motion of individual animals — such
as diving, leaping, heaving, and swaying.
“We are just at the point of analyzing interactions between species,” Dr. Block says. For

example, “You can tell when you eat someone
else,” she said. With acoustic tags on both
sharks and salmon to track proximity and
body temperature gauges, researchers can
detect the sudden rise in temperature when
the former eats the latter — and spits out the
salmon’s electronic tag.
Dr. Block refers to the ecogenomic
sampling involved in her work that applies
molecular techniques to ecological and
environmental science. From this sampling,
biological markers at the DNA level can be
defined, enabling scientists to quantify the
behaviors and interactions of organisms at an
ecosystem level and relate these to environmental conditions and processes.
California is home to many state and
national marine sanctuaries in which access
and human activities, such as fishing, are
controlled. In many cases this has allowed the
successful repopulation of native stocks.
Animal telemetry “can take the marine
sanctuaries of California to a higher level
of management,” turning them into the Yellowstone and Yosemite parks of the sea, Dr.
Block said.
Such research can provide benefit to the
Earth’s human population, too, by provid-

ing insight into how industrial pollution and
other activities contribute to such things as
the “deoxygenation of the planet” and acidification of the ocean as a result of absorbing
higher levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
Oceans absorb a quarter of all carbon
dioxide emissions, which increases seawater’s
acidity. The consequences of these processes
can be seen in the behavior and fortunes of
animals living in the ocean influenced by the
physical changes in their habitats.
Similarly, global warming is reflected the
ocean and its inhabitants. Different species,
for instance, travel in different thermal zones
in the oceans. They also change zones for different activities, spawning versus foraging, for
instance. And, as water temperatures change,
so do their patterns of movement. Animalborne sensors thus can provide markers for
quality-of-life metrics of human as well as
aquatic populations. 

Call for Abstracts:
Abstracts due

February 28, 2013
June 10–13, 2013

Tutorials: June 10

Show Dates: June 11 & 12

Advanced Security Technologies/SAASM | Alternate Navigation Technologies | Atomic Clocks and Timing Applications |
Autonomous Navigation | Aviation Applications | Battlefield Smart Phone Applications | Celestial Navigation and
Star-Tracker Technology | GPS in Military Applications/NAVWAR | GPS Modernization |
MEMS Inertial Measurement Unit | Military GPS Receivers and Military GPS Receiver Technology |
Military GPS/Antenna Technologies and Interference Mitigation | Missile Applications | Modeling and Simulation |
Multi-GNSS Receivers for Military Applications | Navigating in Challenged Environments (e.g. Urban,
Indoor and Sub-Surface Navigation) | Precision Azimuth Sensing | Precision Navigation Capabilities
for Test and Training | Robust Navigation Systems/Solutions . . . and more.

Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld & Shades of Green (classified sessions) Orlando, Florida

www.ion.org/jnc
ION Newsletter
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Congratulations ION Annual Award Recipients
Early Achievement Award

Norman P. Hays Award

Michael D. Bulatowicz

Anthony J. Russo

For his inventive designs and ground breaking
contributions to MEMS and atomic based inertial
sensors and frequency standards supporting future
PNT applications.

For dedicated service, collaboration and leadership in the protection of GNSS systems from
harmful interference.

Superior Achievement Award

Thomas L. Thurlow Award

Captain Jonathan D. Hantsbarger

Dr. Yunqian Ma

For exemplary navigation skills which led his aircraft
and crew through hazardous terrain and weather to
employ critical air support for friendly special operations forces.

For contributions to the design, development,
and technical leadership of the enhanced
Personal Inertial Navigation System (ePINS)
and its application for soldiers, first responders,
and other personal navigation systems.

Dr. Samuel M. Burka Award

Distinguished Service Award

Dr. Shashank Satyanarayana
Dr. Daniele Borio and
Prof. Gérard Lachapelle

Paul Olson
For his service to The Institute of Navigation in the
creation of the ION’s Military Division.

For their paper “A Composite Model for Indoor GNSS
Signals: Characterization, Experimental Validation and
Simulation” published in the Summer issue of NAVIGATION, Journal of The Institute of Navigation, Vol. 59,
No. 2, pp. 77-92.

ION Newsletter

Captain P.V.H. Weems Award

Distinguished Service Award

Colonel Jon M. Anderson

Dr. Todd Walter

For sustained contributions to modernized military
GPS, leading to enhanced capabilities for U.S. and
Allied military operations in a navigation warfare
environment.

In grateful recognition of his leadership and
achievements on behalf of The Institute.
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Welcome ION’s
Newest Fellows

Annual Award Nominations
Members are encouraged to submit
nominations for one or more of the
following annual awards given by The
Institute of Navigation for excellence in
navigation.

E

lection to fellow membership recognizes the distinguished contributions
of The Institute of Navigation (ION) members to the advancement of the
technology, management, practice and teaching of the arts and sciences of
navigation; and/or for lifetime contributions to The Institute. Former members
of the ION who are not currently active members of the organization may
be elected to non-voting fellow membership. Election to honorary fellow
membership is authorized for members of other national institutes of navigation
who are qualified by their accomplishments for recognition as a fellow member.

 Early Achievement Award —
for an individual early in his or her
career who has made an outstanding
achievement in the art and science of
navigation.
 Superior Achievement Award—
for individuals making outstanding
contributions to the advancement of
navigation.
 Captain P.V.H. Weems Award —
for continuing contributions to the art
and science of navigation.
 Tycho Brahe Award—for
outstanding achievement in space
navigation.
 Norman P. Hays Award —
for outstanding encouragement,
inspiration and support leading to the
advancement of navigation.
 Thomas Thurlow Award —
for outstanding contributions to the
science of navigation.

NEWLY INCLUDED ION FELLOWS:
Dr. Alan G. Evans (ION Fellow), Dr. Todd Walter (ION President), and
Prof. Terry Moore (ION Fellow). Not pictured: Ronald L. Beard

Fellow Nominations

Dr. Alan G. Evans

Nominations for ION fellows may be
submitted by currently active Institute
of Navigation members. All
nominations must conform to ION
nomination guidelines as outlined on
the nomination form. Nominations
must include a brief biography and
proposed citation.
Details of the nomination process
and forms are available at www.ion.org.
Nominations must be received by
October 15 to qualify.
Election to Fellow membership
recognizes the distinguished
contribution of ION members to
the advancement of the technology,
management, practice and teaching
of the arts and sciences of navigation,
and/or for lifetime contributions to
the Institute.

For innovative developments and demonstrations in navigation and
geodetic sciences, and for service to geodetic communities.

Prof. Terry Moore
For outstanding leadership of the navigation community, establishment
of the Nottingham Geospatial Institute and sustained contributions to
the advancement of navigation and GNSS.

Ronald L. Beard
For contributions to the development of highly stable clocks for satellite
navigation.

ION Newsletter

Official nomination forms, along
with brochures on the background and
purpose of each award, are available
from the ION National office by phone,
703-366-2723, or via the Web site at
www.ion.org. Nominations must be
received by October 15.
The awards and accompanying
engraved bronze plaques will be
presented at the ION International
Technical Meeting, January 27 – 29,
2014, in San Diego, California. The
ION urges you to participate in the
nomination process so deserving
individuals from the navigation
community will receive appropriate
recognition.
In addition to the above awards,
the winner of the Samuel M. Burka
Award — for outstanding achievement
in the preparation of papers advancing
navigation and space guidance — as
chosen by the editorial panel of ION’s
Journal, NAVIGATION, will be honored.
Address correspondence to Awards
Committee, The Institute of Navigation,
8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360, Manassas,
VA 20109, phone: 703-366-2723; fax:
703-366-2724; e-mail: mlewis@ion.org.
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Former members of the ION who
are not currently active members of the
organization may be elected to nonvoting Fellow membership. Election
to Honorary Fellow membership
is authorized for non-members of
The Institute of Navigation who are
qualified by their accomplishments
for recognition as a non-voting Fellow
member. Members of other national
institutes of navigation are also
considered in this category.
Kindly address any correspondence
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ITM 2013 Speakers continued from page 1

The presentations were punctuated by a couple of remarkable videos: Rock’s film clip from
films of Sparrowhawk airplanes docking on the
USS Macon, a Navy dirigible that crashed off
the California coast in 1935, and Halterman’s
screening of a QuadRockers “concert” in
which a fleet of formation-flying quadrotors at
the University of Pennsylvania’s GRASP (General
Robotics, Automation, Sensing and Perception)
lab perform James Bond movie theme music.
Rock’s discussion covered emerging navigation technologies for the autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs, not to be confused with
their airborne counterparts UAVs, unmanned
aerial systems) or remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs) used in oceanographic investigations,
such as that for the USS Macon.
A special focus of oceanographers research
is a comprehensive, science-based network of
120 marine protected areas established under
California’s 1999 Marine Life Protection Act.
The PNT accuracy requirements can be quite
challenging in oceanographic applications —
sometimes at the meter level, Rock explained,
such as the study conducted by the Monterey
Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) of
a whale nicknamed “Ruby” that died off the
coast from Monterey.
Scientists wanted to study the growth of a
species of tubeworm, osedax rubiplumus, in
the nutrient-rich environment of the whale
carcass. The mission required researchers to
repeatedly find their way back to the whalefall
site at a depth of 2,893 meters.
“As engineers, we have to be able to return
to these sites so that scientists can continue
their studies,” Rock pointed out.
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Cost factors drive a lot of the innovation in
subsurface positioning and navigation. “An
ROV excusion is very expensive,” Rock said,
because in addition to the suite of science
instruments on board the underwater craft,
they must also always be tended by a surface
ship.
GNSS can provide absolute positioning in
such research at the launch point of an AUV or
ROV, but then the satellite signals are dissipated
as the vessel submerges, requiring a reliance
on use of relative positioning techniques.
To support these missions over the years,
Rock’s lab has adopted and exploited a variety
of RF, acoustic, and vision-based technologies
and techniques:
ultra-short
baseline (USBL)
positioning that
pings an ROV to
get range and
bearing data that
can produce
5- to 15-meter
accuracy “on a
good day,” doppler velocity loggers (DVLs) that
require uninterrupted signal
locks, stereoscopic methods
that trace visual
displacement
by comparing
multiple digital
image views of
10

a site, sidescan and multi-beam sonar, subbottom profiling, inertial navigation, odometry,
and GPS-equipped “intelligent buoys” from
which various underwater RF and acoustic
methods can be aided.
Many of these were brought to bear in the
September 2006 USS Macon investigation conducted together with NOAA and MBARI, where
Rock also holds an adjunct position. The project called for mapping of the wreck, including
its five Sparrowhawks, scattered across an area
the size of two football fields on the seafloor off
the coast from Big Sur.

More Than Just PNT
SPAWAR’s Halterman took a different tack
with his presentation on the evolution of
autonomous navigation for unmanned systems.
Focusing on ground systems, he traced some
of the high points in the history of military
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Captured Goliath tracked mine.jpg: British soldiers with captured German Goliath tracked mines. U.S. Army
photo from Wikimedia Commons.

unmanned navigation from its modest origin
with German’s Goliath tracked mine developed in 1940 — essentially an example of
teleoperation that saw limited use in World
War II — to the fully autonomous capabilities
of vehicles entered in the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Grand and
Urban challenges or Google’s self-driving car.
Along the way, Halterman mentioned Robart
1, one of the very first behavior-based autonomous robots ever built. It was designed in
1982 by Bart Everett, now technical director
for robotics at SPAWAR, as his thesis project
at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey,
California.
His presentation went beyond localization
(or self positioning), to discuss the associated
functions of perception — “where are other
things in the environment?” — and path planning, moving around within an environment.
The latter function involves such tasks as overtaking, meeting, and crossing that are crucial
to achieving autonomous navigation.
Incorporating non-PNT sensors and technologies — such as optical/vision systems —
into a broader set of affordable platforms, both
military and civil, remains a huge challenge
because of cost factors, according to Halterman.
“A $70,000 LIDAR system isn’t going to fly
when you’re trying to field 20,000 units,”
he said.
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Bird’s Eye View
Of course, cost can prove to be a relative
term when viewed from the perspective of space

systems, as Votel’s presentation underscored.
Skybox Imaging’s business model proposes
to avoid the model of a small number of
“gold-plated” satellites with microsatellites,
such as the SkySat spacecraft his company
plans to begin launching this year.
Instead of 2,000-kilogram space vehicles
with a design life of 7.5 years and a total mission cost of more than $500 million, Skybox
Imaging proposes to operate 100-kilogram
satellites with three year design life and a
mission cost “a lot less than $500 million.”
The company also wants to change the
usual satellite imaging model from “selling
pixels to customers” into selling analyses and
mined data collected by its satellites. SkyBox
Imaging has a big job ahead of it, deploying
ground stations and developing its imagery
analytics platform in addition to launching
and operating the SkySat constellation.
But one of the more interesting elements
in Votel’s presentation was an accuracyversus-cost calculation of satellite-based geolocation — portrayed in relative, not specific
absolute terms. (See accompanying figure.)
On-board GPS is the easy part. As designers
factor in such things as Earth observation
parameters (EOPs), digital elevation maps
(DEMs), startrackers, and associated star
catalog updates to reach meter-level accuracy, costs increase substantially. 

Satellite-based Geolocation: The more factors and increasingly expensive techniques/instruments
needed to produce higher accuracies, the high the cost. Source: Ronny Votel, SkyBox Imaging.
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A Large Satellite Constellation
and Growing
Depending on their operational status on any
given day, the combined constellations of active
GNSS satellites had reached 73 by early 2013:
31 GPS, 24 GLONASS, 14 BeiDou (aka Compass), and 3 Galileo.
A sea change is approaching in which
manufacturers and users will come to expect
that their user equipment will routinely use
more than one systems space vehicles (SVs).
Regional developments, such as Japan’s QuasiZenith Satellite System (QZSS) and the Indian
Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS),
will add even more options.
But just as “all politics are local,” the fortunes of the world’s GNSS capability vary from
program to program.

2012 levels. Congress passed the continuing
resolution instead of finishing the fiscal year
2013 appropriations bills, but it expires at the
end of March.
That really isn’t that big of a deal, however,
because the country reached its debt ceiling on
December 31 so there isn’t any new money to
spend anyway. The fiscal sleight-of-hand that
is keeping the government open will likely run
out sometime in late February or early March.
Talks on the next big money problem, however, the mandatory budget cuts set to begin
March 1, could truly breakdown. These deep,
damaging cuts were set in motion during the
last fight over increasing the debt ceiling —
which Congress recently extended by three

months — with the goal of forcing Republicans and Democrats to come to a deal. Collectively called “sequestration,” the cuts would
slash programs indiscriminately across the
entire government.
With compromise looking remote the Pentagon is now taking steps to curtail spending
in order to weather the storm. GPS modernization, including underfunded civil requirements,
will likely be slowed.
Conceivably the robustness of the current
constellation could be diminished if early-generation SVs — particularly the nine Block IIA
satellites long past their design life (the youngest is 15 years old) — cannot be replaced as
fast as they fail. However, none of the Block

GPS
The GPS system has an overpopulated constellation: 35 satellites of which 31 are operational
and the others, spares. Another 9 Block IIF satellites are built or nearing completing, ensuring maintenance of a “baseline constellation”
of 24+3 for the middle term.
Technically the system continues to outperform its goals. Nonetheless, the GPS community opened 2013 with a long list of policy
problems.
Topping that list is money — specifically
how much money will be available to run the
military’s GPS program and the GPS-related
civil activities led by the Department of Transportation (DoT).
Whether described as a fiscal cliff, hostagetaking, or a strategy of mutually assured
destruction reminiscent of the Cold War, the
fallout from partisan squabbling over debt
reduction and tax reform in recent years is taking its toll on the GPS program.
The federal government is operating on
a continuing budget resolution, a stop-gap
spending bill that keeps agencies funded at
ION Newsletter

At left, then-Maj. Gen. Ellen Pawlikowski — then commander of the Air Force Research Laboratory, now head of the Space
and Missile Systems Center —passes the AFRL Space Vehicles guidon to Col. William Cooley during a change-of-command
ceremony at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, in 2010. (U.S. Air Force Photo by Todd Berenger)
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the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) vacated a conditional waiver it had given
the firm to permit it to begin work. It also suspended indefinitely the company’s authority to
incorporate more ground stations — so-called
ancillary terrestrial components (ATCs) — an
element essential to its plans.
LightSquared subsequently proposed to
modify its plans, offering to forego use of the
most problematically located frequencies and
delay use of others until a solution can be
found. In exchange it wants the go-ahead to
share a different slice of spectrum held by the
federal government.
The final comments on this second plan
were due January 11. On December 20, the
FCC suspended the specific geographic and
timing conditions included in the original
authorization for Harbinger’s LightSquared
rollout of its terrestrial newtwork “until further
determinations are made with respect to LightSquared’s ATC authority.” It is unclear when the
FCC will announce its decision on the revised
spectrum plan.
The company is also in the midst of a bankruptcy, and a group of LightSquared lenders
recently filed a court motion to the drop the
company’s leading role so that creditors can
file their own reorganization plan.
The GPS program only launched one satellite last year, on October 4. The next launch is
expected in May on an Atlas 5 rocket, the first
time that a GPS satellite has used that type of
launch vehicle. Another launch is tentatively set
for November on board a Delta IV.
Meanwhile, the top leadership at the National Coordination Office (NCO) for Space-Based
PNT has changed. Anthony (Tony) Russo, who
has served as NCO director for the past three
years and played a crucial role in dealing
with the LightSquared and UK patent issues,
has accepted a new position with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
His successor, Jan Brecht-Clark, recently
completed a 19-month assignment as the
transportation counselor with the U.S. embassy
in Kabul, Afghanistan. She previously held
the position of associate administrator for
research, development, and technology at
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DoT)
Research and Innovative Technology Administration (RITA).
And command of the GPS Directorate at
the Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC),
Los Angeles Air Force Base, will also change
later this year. Col. William T. “Bill” Cooley
will take up the role of Senior Materiel Leader
at the Department of Defense (DoD) acquisi13

tion office for developing and producing GPS
satellites, ground systems, and military user
equipment.
Typically, new candidates serve as in
senior positions at the directorate for up to
six months to familiarize themselves with the
responsibilities and tasks of the GPS director
and program operations within the Space and
Missile Systems Center (SMC) at Los Angeles
Air Force Base, California.
The current commander, Col. Bernie Gruber,
is coming up on the end of his third year at the
GPS Directorate, which has been the usual limit
for tours of duty as the head of the program
there. Gruber took over at the directorate in
July 2010.
Cooley currently serves as the director of
the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
Space Vehicles Directorate and as the commander of the Phillips Research Site at Kirtland
Air Force Base, New Mexico. He received his
command there from then-Maj. Gen. Ellen M.
Pawlikowski, the outgoing AFRL commander,
who received her third star (lieutenant general) when she assumed command of the SMC
in June 2011.

GLONASS
Russia is in the middle of sorting out its GNSS
modernization process, which has suffered
from more widespread problems with the
nation’s space program.
In the last few years, a series of launch
failures of usually reliable Russian rockets —
including the loss of three GLONASS-M satellites in December 2010 — have plagued the
Russian program.

Credit: Roscosmos, GLONASS Constellation

IIRs that reached orbit beginning in 1997 have
failed; so, constellation managers have not yet
become too anxious.
Nonetheless, the GPS Block III satellite program is causing some concerns. Not because
it’s behind schedule — it isn’t. Availability for
launch is still expected late next year for the
first Block III, although delays in the nextgeneration operational control segment (OCX)
means it won’t go up before 2015.
The concern stems from the GPS III program’s future budgetary security. Congress’s
struggle over the Fiscal Year 2013 budget could
vacuum up unobligated funds from prior years
and reallocate them. Fiscal year 2012 money
for long-lead items for GPS III space vehicles 5
and 6 might also still be withheld.
Budget cuts would also make it harder to
deal with unexpected developments such as
when LightSquared proposed at the end of
2010 to build a terrestrial wireless broadband
network that had the potential to debilitate
GPS receivers. The effects on GPS of the firm’s
plans to recast its assigned frequencies for terrestrial use was not clear when the project was
first proposed and money had to be found for
broad tests.
Money also had to be found last year for
expenses incurred in dealing with a British
attempt to enforce patents it had filed on the
L1C signal structure jointly developed by the
United States and the European Union.
The latter problem appears to have gone
away as the result of a recent UK/U.S. agreement announced January 17. The announcement apparently concluded a contentious effort
by a commercial affiliate of the UK Ministry of
Defense (MoD) to gain patents rights to elements of GNSS signals that would allow them to
charge royalties for their use.
Had the effort succeeded, it could have placed
at risk an agreement between the United States
and the European Union to use a common civil
signal design — the multiplexed binary offset
carrier (MBOC) — at the L1 frequency.
In the joint statement, the two governments
affirmed their mutual commitment “to ensuring
that GPS civil signals will remain perpetually
free and openly available for users worldwide.”
As part of this effort, the UK dedicated all
government-held patents and patent applications relating to U.S. GPS civil signal designs
and their broadcast from GPS and other GNSS
satellites to the public domain.
Considerably less clear is final resolution of
the LightSquared matter. Last February, after
interference studies made clear the disruptive
potential of the proposed broadband network,

The GLONASS loss prompted then-President
Dmitry Medvedev to fire the first deputy general
designer of the S.P. Korolev Rocket and Space
Winter 2012-2013

Corporation, the deputy head of the Federal
Space Agency (Roscosmos), and, finally, the
forced retirement of Roscosmos chief Anatoly
Perminov.
Nonetheless, the GLONASS program had
four successful launches in 2011 — five Ms
and the first next-generation GLONASS-K,
restoring the full orbital constellation of 24
GLONASS satellites by October and allowing the Russian government to proclaim full
global availability shortly thereafter.
Russia’s space program calls for building only
four satellites this year, although they already
have four spacecraft in storage on the ground:
three GLONASS-Ms and one GLONASS-K.
At the Aviation and Cosmonautics 2012
conference in Moscow last November, Grigory
Stupak, the deputy designer for GLONASS,
said that additional GLONASS launches in
2013 “will be determined by operational
necessity.”
According to ITAR-TASS news agency,
Stupak also said that the constellation may
increase to 30 in the next two or three years,
adding that “research, feasibility and modeling will be completed this year. To implement
this plan, only a political decision will be
needed.”
Over the longer term, Russia will build and
launch 13 GLONASS-M and 22 GLONASS–K
satellites between now and 2020, according
to an outline of the nation’s space program
published by the Federal Space Agency (Roskosmos) on January 12.
The document, “Space activities of Russia
in the years 2013–2020,” described plans for
the GLONASS program’s 326.5 billion–ruble
(US$10.77–billion) budget during those
years. The program has a stated goal of
providing 1.4 meter positioning accuracy by
2015 and 0.6-meter accuracy in 2020.
Currently, the document reported, the
system provides positioning accuracy with
a standard deviation of 5.6 meters, “which
meets the needs of most consumers,” compared to 35–50 meters in 2006.
Meanwhile, Russia is building out other
aspects of GLONASS, including the SDCM, a
code division multiple access (CDMA) signal
design similar to other GNSS systems, and
user equipment policies.
The second of three Luch-5 satellites
that will support the SCDM operations was
launched into orbit on November 2. According to tracking data from stations of the
International GNSS Service’s Multi-GNSS
Experiment, the second Luch-5B satellite
ION Newsletter

began transmitting GLONASS and GPS differential corrections on January 17, 2013. The third
and final Luch-5 is scheduled for launch in the
first quarter of 2014.
In a presentation at the International GNSS
Committee conference (ICG-7) held last
November in Beijing, China, Stupak outlined
the development activities for the SCDM, which
will provide integrity messages and improve
positioning accuracy while also contributing to
the monitoring of the GLONASS constellation.
Russia has deployed 24 SCDM reference
stations thus far (19 in Russia) and plans to
add another two sites in Russia and 18 at sites
around the world.
Defects detected in the Fregat upper stage of
a Soyuz-2 rocket delayed the planned launch of
the second GLONASS-K from the Plesetsk Space
Center from last December to February 2013.
However, modified Soyuz-ST rockets successfully launched two pairs of Galileo in-orbit validation satellites from French Guiana in 2011
and 2012.
In a controversy that appears to be separate from the rocket problems, the GLONASS
program lost its chief designer, Yuri Urlichich.
In November, the Russian military-industrial
commission headed by Deputy Prime Minister
Dmitry Rogozin dismissed Urlichich from his
position. He later resigned as director general
of JSC Russian Space Systems, which contributes to the operation of a number of the
nation’s leading space programs in addition to
GLONASS.

BeiDou
China finally released its interface control
document (ICD) for the nation’s BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) Open Service signal-in-space (SIS) on December 27 in Beijing.

Dou B1 SIS and user equipment, which will
enable receiver designers and manufacturers
to build BeiDou-capable receivers. In turn,
these will enable use of the BeiDou, which
China says is now officially available as a
regional (Asia/Pacific) system.
Having launched 16 BeiDou-2 satellites
since 2007 — 14 of them during the past
three years — the BeiDou program appears
ready to break. At the press conference
announcing the ICD, Ran Chengqi, director
of the China Satellite Navigation Office, said
that no further satellites would be launched
in 2013.
However, around 40 more satellites are
expected to be launched before the full system is available globally — a status nominally
projected for 2020, although many observers
believe China capable of achieving that far
sooner.
The current constellation includes five
geosynchronous (GEO) satellites, five inclined
geosynchronous orbit (IGSO) satellites, and
four middle-Earth-orbiting (MEO) satellites.
The final constellation will be made up of 5
GEOs, 3 IGSOs, and 27 MEOs — a total of 35
satellites, which would make it the largest of
the four GNSS systems.
China reportedly plans to spend more than
40 billion yuan (US$6.43 billion) to complete
the BeiDou system.
According to Xinhua news agency reports,
Ran said Beidou’s general functionality and
performance within China was “comparable”
to the GPS system, with stand-alone positioning accuracy of 10 meters, velocity accuracy
of 0.2 meters per second, and one-way timing
accuracy of 50 nanoseconds.
Independent analyses of BeiDou operation
have confirmed the improving quality of the
system. The satellite clocks appear to be producing a stable and accurate timing capability,
and the signal quality is very good, according
to western GNSS experts.

Galileo

The long-awaited document outlines the
specifications for the interface between the Bei14

The European GNSS Regulation, which will
officially assign responsibilities to the main
managing entities — The European Commission (EC), The European Space Agency (ESA)
and the European GNSS Agency (GSA), is still
awaiting the necessary approval of parliament
and the council. So is the seven-year budget
for the programs, which will be incorporated
into the EC’s 2014-2020 Multi-annual Financial Framework (MFF).
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The fourth Galileo flight model satellite being unloaded at Cayenne Airport in French Guiana. ESA/EADS Astrium photo by Raoul Kieffer

According to the commission’s calculations, a total budget of about €7.9 billion
(US$10.67 billion) will be necessary to
complete the Galileo deployment phase and
finance the exploitation phase from 2014 to
2020. Approval of that amount now appears
unlikely.
Last-minute EU budget talks collapsed
without any agreement at the close of 2012,
and the issue is now before the European
Union (EU) Council of Finance Ministers.
The council’s resistance to allocating the full
amount sought by the EC and parliament
came in for considerable criticism at the 5th
Space Conference on European Space Policy
held in Brussels in late January.
If all else fails and no agreement can be
reached, the budget for 2014 will be calculated based on the 2013 budget, plus 2 percent.
Hervé Jouanjean, director-general of the EC’s
Budget Directorate-General, says this would
represent a failure, because simply duplicating one year’s budget for the following year
does not take into account new needs, new
priorities.
ION Newsletter

“The objective now is to get a ‘reasonable’
agreement,” he insisted. “There must be a
way to find an agreement that would allow us
to continue with Galileo, Copernicus [the program formerly known as GMES] and the rest
of our important R&D programs.”
The Commission has set a challenging target of 18 fully operational satellites in orbit by
2014, which would allow for the delivery of
initial services.
The first of two launches in 2013 had been
planned for this spring, with a second launch
later in the year. The 2013 schedule has been
“flexed” (to use EC terminology) as a result
of technical issues with the first fully operational capability (FOC) satellites, and both
launches have been moved to the fall.
Launches of 14 operational satellites are
under contract to Arianespace, which plans
to orbit the spacecraft two at a time on Soyuz
rockets or four at a time on Ariane 5 rockets.
Initial services in 2014 are to include a
demo of the secure, encrypted Galileo signal,
the Public Regulated Service (PRS), which
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will allow developers to feel it out and start
thinking about new receiver designs. But
before that happens, the long-standing PRSBeiDou signal overlay issue will have to be
resolved.
In January China’s transport authorities
announced that certain commercial vehicles
in parts of the nation are now required to
use BeiDou GNSS.
Under the transport ministry’s decree,
all tour coaches, long-distance scheduled
buses, and vehicles for transporting dangerous goods, should install the BeiDou service
when they replace or upgrade their on-board
navigation terminals. The directive covers the
provinces of Jiangsu, Anhui, Hebei, Shaanxi,
Shandong, Hunan, and Guizhou, as well as
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region and Tianjin
Municipality. 
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Defense Matters
GNSS+

Doug Taggart, President, Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.,
with Chet Arnold, Analyst, Overlook Systems Technologies
In the stock market one is never certain how vicissitudes in the global
economy will affect any particular investment, and, so, diversification
becomes a hedge against uncertainty.
An investor loathes placing all eggs in one basket, whether that basket is large or small, domestic or international, blue chip or start up.
Extending the analogy, the blue-chip, foundational investment for
any positioning, navigation and timing (PNT) venture is a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). However, to realize a consistent return
on a PNT investment, one may need to diversify. If one desires certainty regarding the accuracy, availability, and integrity of PNT information,
then a diversified PNT portfolio is more than a wise investment — it is
a necessary one.
The 26th International Technical Meeting of The Institute of Navigation’s (ION) Satellite Division scheduled for September 2013 in Nashville, Tennessee, is titled ION GNSS+ 2013, where the “+” denotes an
increased awareness of the wisdom of diversification of PNT sources.
Freely available and ubiquitous, PNT information from the U.S.
Global Positioning System (GPS) has created an ever-growing dependence on GNSS-derived PNT capabilities. Increased demands for and
dependency upon PNT in practically every clime and place has served
to highlight GNSS PNT information limits and vulnerabilities.
Understanding these limits drives one to pursue resiliency and
redundancy. Resiliency hardens the GNSS PNT sources against error,
whether caused by natural phenomena, malicious interference, or
inherent system limitations. Redundancy complements GNSS PNT
sources and — in some scenarios, for limited periods of time and
geographic space — replaces them.
A diversified PNT portfolio takes advantage of multiple sources
of PNT by including any available GNSS, terrestrial-based signals of
opportunity, internal autonomous inertial measurement and timing
technologies, and visual or electronic feature-based techniques. This
is necessary because interference or risk to a PNT capability appears
in many forms of natural and man-made physical features and radio
frequency sources.
The expected risks and the consequences of losing the enabling
capability brought by PNT provides the context for evaluating the cost
of building resiliency and redundancy into any particular application.
Assessed risk to government or commercial goals will determine the
appropriate level and complexity of resiliency and redundancy that are
ultimately affordable.
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An example of another utility struggling to define the path ahead
on how to economically provide service is the U.S. public telephone
network. The pros and cons of this communications debate include
many similarities to PNT. In June of 2012 a Washington, D.C., advisory
group, the Voice Communications Exchange Committee, took the position that U.S. telephone companies should commit to a complete, 100
percent transition to Internet Protocol by June 15, 2018.
Adopting this strategy is intended to save telecom infrastructure
refresh costs for the waning 134-year-old U.S. public phone network
where currently a third of all U.S. households are using cellphone services rather than the traditional switched telephone infrastructure.
Factors favoring acceleration of the transition include stories of Hurricane Sandy survivors being rescued after texting emergency messages
when telephone land-lines were down or overloaded. Factors arguing
against a single-thread approach caution against being overly dependent on the Internet and cite the need to maintain redundancy.
In the end one must ask whether it is possible to arrive at a single
approach that meets the needs of all applications and all scenarios.
The sensible answer to this question seems to be “no,” but the cost of
meeting the needs of all users demands careful evaluation of risks versus requirements to arrive at a well-structured balance.
The call for abstracts for the ION GNSS+ 2013 meeting (abstracts
are due to the ION on March 8) includes a descriptor highlighting a
number of sessions that are meant to attract presentations for application sessions and commercial sessions. These sessions are intended
to include presentations from both vendors and service providers
who are expected to describe new products and services that focus
on exploring enhancements to GNSS and increasing overall PNT availability.
I hope that the ION GNSS+ 2013 conference provides an opportunity to expand the navigation community’s discussion regarding the
need for diversification when addressing the full spectrum of PNT
requirements.
Ultimately the level of investment in resiliency and redundancy is
directly related to the risk of temporary or complete loss of PNT to
a given application. If the risk is high and the interests are vital, then
resiliency and redundancy become the watchwords and PNT source
diversification becomes vital to protecting the investmentt. 
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The Institute of Navigation is pleased to
welcome these new ION corporate members:

DUE JUNE 30
Kepler Award
Nominations
The purpose of the Johannes Kepler Award
is to honor an individual for sustained and
significant contributions to the development of satellite navigation. The winner
of this award will be determined by a
special nominating committee. The Kepler
Award is presented only when deemed
appropriate. All members of The Institute
of Navigation are eligible for nomination.
You are encouraged to submit the names
of individuals for consideration.
To submit a nomination, go to the ION
website at www.ion.org. Click on Awards,
scroll down, click on Kepler Award, then
click on the Awards form for complete
nomination instructions. Nominations
must be received by June 30. Nomination
packages may be sent to: Satellite Division
Awards Committee Chair, The Institute of
Navigation, 8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360,
Manassas, VA 20109.

DUE JUNE 30
Parkinson
Award
Nominations
Graduate students in GNSS technology,
applications, or policy who have
completed a single-author thesis or
dissertation and who are ION members
are eligible for this prestigious award and
$2,500 honorarium. Nominations are to be
submitted by a regular or research faculty
member of a college or university.
This award honors Dr. Bradford W.
Parkinson for establishing the U.S. Global
Positioning System and the Satellite
Division of The Institute of Navigation.
For application details and entry rules
go to www.ion.org. Nominations must be
received by June 30.
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Braxton Technologies, LLC

OmniSTAR

www.braxtontech.com

www.omnistar.com

Excelitas Technologies
Corporation

SILICOM Corporation

www.excelitas.com

Locata Corporation
www.locatacorp.com

MTSI - Modern Technology
Solutions Inc.
www.mtsi-VA.com

navXperience GmbH
www.navxperience.com

Nexteq Navigation
www.nexteqnav.com

www.silicom.fr

Petroleo Brasileiro SA
www.petrobras.com.br

Rohde & Schwarz USA
www.rohde-schwarz.us

SubCarrier Systems,
Corporation
www.itsware.net

Tahoe RF Semiconductor
www.tahoerf.com

Vectronix

NSL
http://www.nsl.eu.com

www.vectronix.com

For more information on corporate membership in The Institute of Navigation,
please contact Kenneth P. Esthus at 703-366-2723, ext 1004, or visit us at www.ion.org.

Corporate Profile
Rohde & Schwarz USA, Inc.
www.rohde-schwarz.us
For nearly 80 years, Rohde & Schwarz has stood for quality, precision and innovation in
all fields of wireless communications.
Civil aviation and military operations alike depend on accurate distance, location, and
direction measuring systems for public safety and military mission success. VOR, ILS,
DME and GPS/Galileo electronic systems are just a few of the areas that require unique
test and measurement capabilities. With demonstrated experience in this field, Rohde &
Schwarz provides accurate, flexible, high-performance test solutions to cover every need,
from design, development, and production to operational maintenance.
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ION 2013 Autonomous
Snowplow Competition
H

igh winds, frigid temperatures, and freezing drizzle did not deter the eight teams
that gathered in downtown St. Paul, Minnesota
for the third Annual Institute of Navigation
(ION) Autonomous Snowplow Competition,
held January 24-27, 2013 at Rice Park as part
of the 127th Saint Paul Winter Carnival.
Sponsored by the ION Satellite Division and
held in cooperation with the ION North Star
Section, the annual ION Autonomous Snowplow
Competition is a national event open to college
and university students, as well as the general
public, which challenges teams to design, build,
and operate a fully autonomous snowplow.
Repeat competitors were Miami University,
University of Minnesota, Dunwoody College of

Technology, and two-time
winner Ohio University,
as well as the University
of Michigan – Dearborn,
which brought three
teams. Newcomer Case
Western Reserve University
rounded out the group of
dynamic event competitors. As in past years,
snow had to be delivered
to the competition site
from a local ice arena,
due to minimal snowfall
in Minnesota prior to the
event.

First place team,
Ohio University with
their winning entry,
the “Monocular
Autonomously
Controlled Snowplow”
included students
Samantha Craig,
Ryan Kollar,
Adam Naab – Levy,
Pengfei Duan,
Kuangmin – Li and
faculty advisers
Dr. Frank van Graas,
Dr. Wouter Pelgrum,
and Dr. Maarten Uijt
de Haag.

2013 ION AUTONONMOUS SNOWPLOW
COMPETITION WINNERS
FIRST PLACE
Ohio University

SECOND PLACE
Miami University (Ohio)

THIRD PLACE
University of MichiganDearborn Team Yeti 3.0
BEST FINAL REPORT
Ohio University

Over the course of two days, participants
used state of the art navigation and control
technologies to rapidly, accurately and safely
clear a designated path of snow from each of
two different snowfields. Differential GPS, LIDAR, inertial instruments, wheel encoders, and
optical navigation systems were used to varying
degrees of success. The eight teams were
judged based upon their cumulative scores
earned throughout the competition phases:
75% of the total score was based upon the
plowing competition, and 25% was based upon
the presentations and a pre-event report.

BEST STUDENT REPORT
Ohio University
BEST SPORTSMANSHIP
Dunwoody College of Technology
PARTICIPANTS
Case Western Reserve University
Dunwoody College of Technology
Miami University (Ohio)
Ohio University
The University of MichiganDearborn (three teams)
The University of Minnesota
ION Newsletter
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Student presentations were held at The
Landmark Center on the evening of January 24,
where each team presented their vehicle design
to a panel of judges composed of professional
engineers from competition sponsors who
scored the teams on their Student Presentation,
worth 10 percent of their total score. An additional judging panel scored their Final Report,
worth 10 percent, prior to this event. The
Preliminary Design Reviews (PDR’s), worth five
percent, were conducted in October 2012, to
ensure that teams were progressing with their
designs and that they understood the scope of
the competition.
On January
25,
all teams were
Second place team,
required
to attend
Miami University’s
(Ohio) “RedBlade”
the Final Qualifying
team included
Review, where their
students Mark Carroll,
vehicle went through
Chad Sobota, Robert
Cole, Richard Marcus,
stringent testing
Harrison Bourne,
and verification to
Jaime Morton, Michael
ensure compliance
Harris and faculty
advisers Advisors
with all competition
Dr. Yu (Jade) Morton,
requirements and
Dr. Peter Jamieson,
to demonstrate the
and Steve Taylor.
operability and safety
of their snowplow
vehicles. January
26 and 27 were the
dynamic competition
Winter 2012-2013

days, where teams were judged on how quickly
and accurately their machine cleared a designated snowfield. This required participants to
plow a straight 10-meter long single “I”-shaped
field designed to represent a straight sidewalk
and another double “I”-shaped field 2-meters
wide by 10- meters long designed to represent
a space similar to a single car garage driveway.
These tasks challenged the teams to strategize
how they were going to clear the space in the
fastest possible way.
The ION Autonomous Snowplow Competition was originally created by Dr. Suneel Sheikh
of ASTER Labs, with support from Dr. Mikel
Miller, past ION President, and Dr. Demoz
Gebre-Egziabher of University of Minnesota.
The competition is run by the Autonomous
Snowplow Competition Committee, composed
of ION North Star Section members, Dr. Sheikh,
Dr. Vibhor Bageshwar, Mark Ahlbrecht, Wayne
Soehren, Dr. Paul Kline, Richard Russell,
Donald Horkheimer, Jena Gray, Achievement
Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS) member
Kristen Sheikh, and significant support from
ASTER Labs’ Missy Fisher.
The objective of this winter-based competition is to help attract and retain the next
generation of engineers and innovators, and to
promote the science of navigation as an attractive and interesting field of study.
Proof positive that competitions like this are
beneficial to both the sponsors and participants is the University of Michigan-Dearborn, a
competitor for all three competition years. The
university has seen a rush of international applicants from China, largely due to its participation in this event. The fervor began in 2011,
with the lone Chinese exchange student on the
team blogging on what a valuable experience
the event was to him. Inspired by his experience, in 2012 the University had a second team
composed of several Chinese exchange students
who also blogged about their participation. In
further anticipation of the 2013 event, over 60
exchange students have come to the University
to take part in the event!
Competing universities
are not the only participants
that see a great benefit
from the ION Autonomous
Snowplow Competition.
Competition sponsors gain
vital access to emerging
engineering talent, receiving the resumes of each
competitor. This access aids
sponsors in finding and
securing the next generation
of engineering greats.
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First place was awarded to Ohio University’s
Avionics Engineering Center and their fourwheeled Monocular Autonomously Controlled
Snowplow (M.A.C.S.). The team was comprised
of students Samantha Craig, Ryan Kollar, Adam
Naab-Levy, Pengfei Duan and Kuangmin Li, with
support from faculty advisors Dr. Frank van
Graas, Dr. Wouter Pelgrum and Dr. Maarten
Uijt de Haag. The first place prize included
$5,000 and a golden snow globe trophy. Ohio
University also captured the Best Student
Presentation Award that included $500 and the
“Golden Shovel” Award and the Best Written
Report that included $500 and the “Golden
Pen” Award. Ohio University has been invited
to display their winning snowplow during ION
GNSS 2013 Conference September 16-20, 2013
in Nashville, Tennessee.
Second place was awarded to the Miami
University’s team “RedBlade,” which included
students Mark Carroll, Chad Sobota, Robert
Cole, Richard Marcus, Harrison Bourne, Jamie
Morton and Michael Harris with support from
advisors Dr. Yu (Jade) Morton, Dr. Peter
Jamieson, and Steve Taylor. The second place
prize included $4,000 and a silver snow globe
trophy.
Third place was awarded to the University
of Michigan-Dearborn’s “Team Yeti 3.0,” which
included students Angelo Bertani, Zachary DeGeorge, Ahmed Alkirsh, Abdelqwee Yaffai, Mark
Bajor, Craig Cowling, Cody Schmitt, Jacob Mack
and Simon Chen, with support from faculty
advisor Dr. Natarajan (Nattu) Narasimhamurthi.
The third place prize included $3,000 and a
bronze snow globe trophy.
The Institute would like to sincerely thank
the competition organizers, ION North Star Section, competition sponsors, and all the volunteers who worked throughout the year to make
this competition possible. For information
about next year’s ION Autonomous Snowplow
competition, please visit www.autosnowplow.
com or contact Dr. Suneel Sheikh at
sheikh@asterlabs.com. 
Third place team,
University of Michigan
– Dearborn’s “Team
Yeti 3.0” included
students Angelo
Bertani, Zachary
DeGeorge, Ahmed
Alkirsh, Abdelqwee
Yaffai, Mark Bajor,
Craig Cowling, Cody
Schmitt, Jacob Mack
and Simon Chen,
with support from
faculty advisor Dr.
Natarajan (Nattu)
Narasimhamurthi.
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Thank You to Our
Competition Sponsors:

Thank you to everyone involved in
organizing and volunteering for the
Third Annual Autonomous Snowplow
Competition. I personally witnessed
your tremendous effort in making this
event a success.
Together, you have the magical
power of making each and every team
feel that their efforts were appreciated.
And you turned this competition into
a friendly and fun event. Despite the
high winds, frigid temperatures, and
freezing drizzle, the competing teams
became each other’s fans and supported each other during the event.
As an educator, it is absolutely
wonderful to see every team improving
year to year.
— D
 r. Jade Morton, Professor,
University of Miami (Ohio)
Winter 2012-2013

Navigation Novelties

TECHNOLOGY AND THE HUMAN FACTOR
The Great Navigation Mystery of Amelia Earhart’s last flight
Earhart had studied navigation and instrument
flight. Noonan was a Pan Am navigation instructor. The plane was upgraded with a Western
Electric radio and a Bendix radio direction finder
— cutting-edge technology at the time.
The U.S. Coast Guard cutter Itasca, their radio
contact, was
stationed right
off Howland
Island to support the duo
on their way.
Sounds like
a belt-and-suspender plan,
doesn’t it?
But inaccurate maps
made navigation difficult
and this leg of
the trip was a
challenge.
According
to the Coast
Guard historical records,
Amelia Earhart and the Lockheed Electra 10E that she flew.
Earhart and
Noonan “had
Most of us know that female air flight pioneer
had little practical knowledge of radio navigation.
Earhart and her navigator Fred Noonan took
The frequencies Earhart was using were not well
off in a customized Lockheed Electra on what
suited to direction finding and the reception qualtragically would be the last leg of their roundity of her transmissions was poor.
the-world flight on July 2 1937.
“Furthermore, she left behind the lowerEight hundred miles later, they disappeared.
frequency reception and transmission equipment
But people never, really, stopped looking.
that might have enabled Itasca to locate her. As
Jump to 2012, the 75th anniversary of Earhart’s
a result, contact was lost with Earhart after six
disappearance.
hours of frustrating attempts at two-way comConsider what the intervening years have
munication.
provided: GNSS, sonar mapping, tiny and power. . . A few hours before their estimated arrival
ful computers, digital high-resolution video,
Noonan calculated a sun line, but without a
robotics, and more.
successful radio-frequency range calculation, a
The International Group for Historical Aircraft
precise fix on their location was impossible.”
Recovery (TIGHAR) has been working a theory,
The search for the lost aviators covered
widely reported, that Earhart and Noonan
150,000 square miles and cost $4 million
crashed on uninhabited Gardner Island — now
Depression-era dollars. No luck.
called Nikumaroro — in the Phoenix Islands
The current search lacks the impressive budprotected area, survived for a while, and died as
get of the original effort, but TIGHAR has friends
castaways.
in high places: the Discovery Channel, Lockheed
ION Newsletter
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Martin, FedEx, Tim Mellon of Pan Am Systems,
the State Department and Hillary Clinton.
Last July, with a $2.2 million budget (2012
dollars), the TIGHAR crew sailed from Honolulu
to Nikumaroro and deployed an autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV) to explore and photograph likely spots where the wreckage of the
Electra might be.
They used a Bluefin Robotics AUV with acoustic
positioning technology and SSI TRV 005 and TRVM remotely operated underwater vehicles with
manipulator arms.
They attack the problem of locating and
identifying possible artifacts in several ways.
The surface ship uses its own multi-beam sonar,
capable of mapping the seafloor at depths of
almost seven miles. The AUV is programmed to
help with the sonar mapping.
In a more independent role, the AUV does a
focused search for up to six hours using sidescan sonar and taking black and white photos.
It determines the position of a targeted object by
measuring the range and bearing from a transceiver on the surface to an acoustic transponder
on the target — a technique known as ultrashort baseline positioning (USBL)
The AUV returns to the ship for a pit stop:
dumping its data, swapping out batteries, refreshing its programming.
And then, if something interesting appears, the
remotely operated underwater vehicles, tethered
and controlled by a person on the surface, take
a really close look with a high-definition video
camera.
It sounds amazing — light years apart from
the technology available before WWII.

Wikimedia Commons photo

Wikimedia Commons photo

What happened? Amelia Earhart’s last flight from
New Guinea to Howland Island in the western
Pacific is the perfect navigation mystery.
And it has a lesson, too: when it getting from
here to there, humans and technology can often
screw each other up.

Nikumaroro lagoon entrance

Winter 2012-2013

The Bluefin Robot AUV, same model as the
one used in the July 2012 expedition (Bluefin
Robotics image).

However, the head of the search team, Ric Gillespie of TIGHAR, said the robot’s performance
was not without incident.

“You program it, put it over the side, it collects its sonar data and comes back. . . . But
it didn’t always come back,” he told the Los
Angeles Times last August. “On two occasions,
it got stuck underwater. Then we had to go and
rescue it.”
Technical glitches cut the project short, to
TIGHAR’s great disappointment. They did capture enough high-resolution images to persuade
a forensic analyst that man-made material lay in
two spots in the targeted area
The nonprofit TIGHAR is fundraising now for
a new try in the summer of 2014. Meanwhile,
they are going over data and artifacts with a
fine-tooth comb and working on other historical
crashes.

If he gets to try again, Gillespie want to add
actual eyes and ears to the technology mix. He’d
like to use two submarines, each with a threeperson crew.
He told the Times, “You start putting people
down there, and it’s a whole different ballgame.”
Technology breaks and people make mistakes.
As happened with two remarkably knowledgeable people who, dumping excess weight
off their airplane, decided to leave that lowfrequency transmission equipment behind. 

CALENDAR
APRIL 2013
22-25: ION Pacific PNT 2013, Marriott

NEW ION OFFICERS AND
COMMITTEE CHAIRS

A

t the conclusion of the ION 2013 International
Technical Meeting the following newly elected
ION officers took office:

President:
Ms. Patricia Doherty, Boston College
Executive Vice President:
Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska, The Ohio State University
Treasurer:
Dr. Frank van Graas, Ohio University
Eastern Vice President:
Mr. Jan Anszperger, C.S. Draper Laboratory
Western Vice President:
Dr. Sherman Lo, Stanford University
Eastern Council Member-At-Large:
Dr. Young Lee, The MITRE Corp.
Western Council Member-At-Large:
Mr. Stephen Rounds, L-3 Interstate Electronics Corp.
Space Representative:
Mr. John Nielson, Rockwell Collins
Air Representative:
Prof. Terry Moore, University of Nottingham, U.K.
Land Representative:
Dr. Todd Humphreys, University of Texas at Austin
Marine Representative:
Dr. Alan Grant, General Lighthouse Authorities, U.K.
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The following committee chairs were appointed:
Nominating Chair:
Dr. Todd Walter, Stanford University
Finance Chair:
Mr. John Clark, The Aerospace Corporation
Membership Chair:
Mr. Charles Bye, Honeywell
Fellow Selection Chair:
Dr. Pratap Misra, Tufts University
Technical Committee Chair:
Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska, The Ohio State University
Publication Chair:
Prof. Boris Pervan, Illinois Institute of Technology
Meeting Chair:
Mr. Doug Taggart, Overlook Systems Technologies
Awards Chair:
Dr. Penny Axelrad, University of Colorado
Bylaws Committee Chair:
Mr. Neil Gerein, NovAtel Inc., Canada
Outreach Chair:
Dr. Mikel Miller, Air Force Research Laboratory

Waikiki Beach Resort & Spa, Honolulu,
Hawaii
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/pnt

JUNE 2013
10-13: ION JNC 2013, Renaissance

Orlando at SeaWorld, Orlando, Florida
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/jnc

19-21: 10th International Conference
on Marine Navigation and Safety of Sea
Transportation “TransNav 2013”, Gdynia,
Poland
Contact: Faculty of Navigation, Gdynia Maritime
University
Tel: +48 58 690-1129
Fax: +48 58 661-69-55
Web: http://transnav2013.am.gdynia.pl
SEPTEMBER 2013
16-20: ION GNSS+ 2013, Nashville

Convention Center, Nashville, Tennessee
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/gnss

DECEMBER 2013
2-5: ION Precise Time and Time Interval

Meeting (PTTI) 2013, Hyatt Regency
Bellevue, Bellevue, Washington
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/ptti
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I

ON’s first Pacific Positioning Navigation and
Timing (Pacific PNT 2013) conference,
April 22–26, takes place in the ancestral home
of some of the world’s most famous blue sea
navigators.
The Pacific Islanders regarded the sea in
almost exactly the opposite way from those
sailors who stepped gingerly off the massive
Eurasian continent, hugging the coast and only
venturing out into the deep slowly and cautiously.
From the time their ancestors left Indonesia
and started settling the Pacific Islands 6,000
years ago, Polynesians built their cultures around
the ocean. They carried their necessities — food
crops and domesticated animals — in elegant
canoes that kept them alive between atolls in a
tropical paradise.
Hawaiians, for example, arrived more than a
thousand years ago from another island, perhaps
2,500 miles away. The academics still debate
about which islands they came from, when, and
in how many waves of settlement. However, they
didn’t arrive any earlier than 300 BCE and no
later than 800 CE, and they did it without iron
tools, the compass, or GNSS.
They built double-hulled canoes, 100 to 150
feet long, with basalt adzes and drills. The craftsmen used many small wooden pieces tied by
coconut or hibiscus fiber cords.

The result was a fast boat that
could hold about 20 people and
supplies for a month or so and also
able to withstand wind and waves.
The boats used inverted triangular
“crab claw” sails made of screwpine
leaves that provided a lot of lift for
their size and simplicity.
They had the right tools for the
job of jumping off into nowhere.
But how to get from here to
there? It took layers of knowledge
and experience for these early
navigators.
The Hawaiian lunar calendar
named each month and each night
Polynesian voyaging canoe Hokulea during its 2004 voyage to the North
of the month, and referenced the
Western Hawaiian Islands. The canoe uses non-instrument, traditional navistars to adjust error and identify
gation and will set off on a world tour in June 2013. (Photo by Na’alehu
Anthony, courtesy Papah naumokukea Marine National Monument/NOAA)
each hour.
Hawaiians used an eight-sided
upwind of their destination island and, having
star compass (see illustration for
reached the appropriate latitude, sail downwind
the modern version), sometimes with a chart
along that line until landfall was made.
consisting of lines burnt on a circular gourd.
Navigators understood waves, currents,
Sailors had to know the patterns of hundreds
clouds,
birds and plants and how each behaved
of stars, and several for each given position,
near or far from land and in different places and
since a particular star was useful only when it
times of the year. What do clouds look like over
appeared near the horizon.
land? Which direction does this bird fly at a cer“Latitude can be found using pairs of stars
tain time of the year? Where does this floating
that set together,” says Smithsonian geograbranch grow and how fresh does it look?
pher Doug Herman.” Voyagers would aim

A hui hou kakou malama pono 2013

Take a Star Voyage
to Paradise
Visit the Bishop Museum During Pacific PNT
Bringing the family to the conference? Have a break one day?
Visit The Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, the repository of all things Polynesian. At 1:30 p.m.
daily (except for Tuesday) see “Explorers of Polynesia, from Hawaii to Tahiti by the Stars.”
This planetarium show explores the early history of the voyaging canoe Hokulea and gives
your children a chance to try their hand at navigation. (A Japanese-language show takes
place at 12:45 p.m.)
Or come earlier at 11 a.m. for a gallery tour of Hawaiian origins. General admission varies — there’s a max of about $20 and parking is free. The museum is open from 9 a.m.
until 5 p.m. Wednesday through Monday. It is about seven miles northwest of the conference
hotel at 1525 Bernice Street in Honolulu. 
ION Newsletter
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Drawing of high-status Hawaiian boatmen in ceremonial
gear traveling across Kealakekua Bay in 1779. Published version of a life drawing by John Webber, artist aboard Captain
John Cook’s ship. The English ship made first contact with
the Hawaiians in January during Makahiki. their major celebration and religious holiday. The drawing shows a doublehulled canoe with mast, sail and paddles, a boatbuilding
technology that allowed the early Polynesians to explore
the Pacific.

Winter 2012-2013

Modern version of the traditional Hawaiian compass (photo courtesy Polynesian Voyaging Society)

In 1976, an older expert mentored a
younger man on a 2,500-mile sail to Tahiti in a
recreation of a Hawaiian voyaging canoe. The
mentor’s name was Mau Piailug, perhaps the
most famous of traditional navigators in the

20th century renaissance of
Polynesian navigation. The
younger man was Nainoa
Thompson, the first native
Hawaiian to navigate a canoe
thousands of miles without
instruments in modern times.
One morning, after 29
days at sea, Thompson saw a
land-based seabird overhead.
This particular species flies
out from land in the morning to feed and flies back at
night, so Thompson decided
land lay opposite the flight
trajectory. But Mau disagreed. It was nesting season
and the bird had a fish in its
beak. So, the bird was probably flying back to
land to feed its offspring. Mau was right.
A good deal of traditional navigation knowledge has been brought back in the past 35 years.
But some is lost forever.

The old seafaring skills were woven tightly
into each person’s words, beliefs and social
identity. They had customs and rules for coping
with shipwreck, such as separated families and
the sudden loss of large portions of the group.
The Encyclopedia Britannica online says,
“Their languages . . . abound[ed] with words
and phrases] for stars, currents, winds,
landforms and directions. Their [grammar
included] direction of motion implied by verbs,
including movement toward or away from the
speaker, relative positions of objects with reference to the speaker and direction of movement
along a seashore-inland axis.”
Still, hundreds of people have learned the old
skills and dozens of boats have been built since
the 1976 voyage that proved to modern eyes
what the ancient Polynesians had accomplished.
That original canoe, the Hokulea, recently
was refurbished and will set off again in June
2013 for a 36-month voyage of more than
45,000 nautical miles, with 62 stops in 26
countries. 

ION Member News

In Memoriam
Robert L. French

Alexander Winick
Alexander B. Winick, 98, past president of ION (1974-1975) died at his home in
Bethesda, MD on November 2.

Mr. Robert L. French, age 84, passed away at his home in Nashville, TN on September
28, 2012.

Mr. Winick retired from the Federal Aviation Administration in 1975 as deputy director of the system research and development service. During World War II, Mr. Winick
was a civilian instructor for the Army Air Forces in aeronautical radio and navigation.
After serving on active duty in the Navy toward the end of the war, he joined the Navy
Department and worked on establishing common civil and military traffic control and
navigation systems. Mr. Winick joined the FAA in
1958. In retirement, he did consulting work on the
development and implementation of all-weather
landing systems and navigation. He retired in 1994.

He worked as a nuclear engineer with General Dynamics and subsequently
Radiation Research Association. In 1985, he started his own independent consulting practice, R&D French Associates, which provided automobile navigation-related
technical consultation and strategic advice to major automotive, cartographic,
communications, electronics and transportation organizations worldwide. It was
during this period he invented, developed and
demonstrated the world’s first self-contained
turn-by-turn electronic route guidance system,
a forerunner of the modern Global Positioning
System (GPS).

Mr. Winick was a New York native and a 1936
physics graduate of the City College of New York.
He was a Fellow and past president of The Institute
of Navigation.

			

Theodore C. Rynda

He was a Founding Member of Intelligent
Transportation Society of America (ITSA), a Life
Senior Member of the IEEE, and a former
mem ber of the ION Council.

Theodore C. Rynda, age 89, of Dayton, passed away on Tuesday, December 4, 2012. Mr.
Rynda served his country in the Army Air Corp during WWII. He retired from WPAFB after
30 years of service as an electrical engineer.
Mr. Rynda was a member of The Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers, the
Air Force Association and The Institute of Navigation where he served as ION President
1973-1974.
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PACIFIC PNT

Where East Meets West in the Global Cooperative Development of
Positioning, Navigation and Timing Technology


Earthquake, Tsunami Prediction & Monitoring | Disaster Management and Recovery | First Responder PNT
Agricultural, Construction & Mining Applications | GNSS Policy & Status Updates | GNSS Signal Structures
Autonomous Vehicles | UAS Integration into International Airspace | GNSS Correction Networks | Signals of Opportunity
Terrestrial & Low Frequency Navigation | Intelligent Transportation Systems
Challenging Navigation Topics . . . and more!

Join policy and technical leaders from Japan, Singapore, China, South Korea, Australia,
USA and more for policy updates, program status and technical exchange

APRIL 22-25, 2013

Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & SPA, Honolulu, Hawaii
www.ion.org

